
Park Assist 
testing with 
RT-Range

*with RTK base station

We recommend using 
the following systems:

APPLICATION GUIDE

Important measurements RT3000 v3 accuracy

Position 0.01 m*

VUT Velocity 0.01 km/h

Yaw Rate 0.075 o/s

Heading 0.1 o

Longitudinal Acceleration 0.015 m/s2

Additional Equipment

 / RT-Base-S 

Vehicle Under Test

 / RT3000 v3 with  
RT-Range-S Hunter 
V2V option

 / RT-Strut

Parking manoeuvres are low speed 
and involve low vehicle-target 
distances.  Therefore, precise 
position and heading are required.

The full size and profile of the hunter 
vehicle and any target vehicles, curbs or 
parking bays must be known precisely.
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The set up process

1. Begin setup

 / Set up base station and switch on to commence position averaging  

3. Configure RT3000 v3 and warm-up

 / Power on the RT3000 v3 and use NAVconfig to configure system 
with displaced output to the centre of the rear bumper.

 / Configure local co-ordinates by using the current position of the RT and an arbitrary heading.

 / Initialise and then warm up the RT3000 v3 using the NAVassist template in NAVdisplay

 / Apply improved settings after warm-up is complete

7. Start testing

 / Configure RT-Range display page with the required measurements

 / Select “Start logging” and commence your testing

4. Survey the scenario

 / Position the vehicle inside the designated parking bay

 / Identify a specific point on each of the two adjacent bays and the curb.

 / Measure the distance (forward and right) from the centre of the VUT’s rear 
bumper, to the identified points on the adjacent bays, and the curb.

5. Configure RT-Range with three fixed-point targets

 / Open RT-Range Suite and Select “New From RT”

 / Enter the measured forward and right distances for each of the three targets

 / Create polygons for the VUT, adjacent bays (or the vehicles that occupy them) and the curb

 / Enter the measurements for the VUT and each of the targets in the “Range Measurements” tab

 / Commit configuration to range

2. Install equipment in Vehicle Under Test

 / Install RT-Strut in hunter vehicle

 / Mount RT3000 v3 onto RT-Strut

 / Install radio modem from RT-Base-S and secure antenna to the hunter vehicle’s exterior


